
Here is the Pandora folder structure 

 

 

Additional MAME roms must be put in the roms_mame folder which should be empty if you haven’t 
added any. Roms come in zip format (below) and they must stay in that format, they just need 
copying into the roms_mame folder. Add as many as your UDISK will allow I think there are about 
6158 in the complete MAME 0.106 set (excluding CHD’s). If you want to know where to find the full 
MAME 0.106 set request it on the post with this PDF. 

 

Movies for any added roms can be put in the movies folder (if you have them) and they will get 
picked up by the system and linked from the roms_mame folder. If you don’t have the movies 
available 3A also supply an avi file for added roms it’s here if you want it. 

user_add.avi

 

Copy this to the movies folder instead and it will show whenever you highlight a newly added rom. 
Note that added roms will always appear at the end of the games list, to get to them quickly you can 
just press the joystick up or left from the first page of the Pandora rom selection screen. 
 



You do exactly the same thing for FBA roms but these must be put in the roms_fba folder. 
Unfortunately, only MAME roms can be added from the FBA romset. FBA supports coleco, 
gamegear, megadrive, msx, pce, sg1000, sgx, sms and tg16 but these are NOT supported. You can 
only add roms from the roms folder (below) these will also be in zip format and must stay in zip 
format. If you want a link to the FBA romset let me know. 

 

 

PS1 roms are added to the roms_playstation folder and these can have any of the following formats: 

.bin or .cue or .img or .mdf or .mdf or .pbp or .toc or .cbn or .m3u 

 
 

If you use .iso files they must have a .cue file with them to work, .bin files don’t necessarily need the 
.cue file. I haven’t tested any .toc, .cbn. or .m3u but the others work okay. If you want links to PS1 
roms let me know. 

 
To add NES games there is a guide by Jay Carter so props to him for this part, the original guide is at: 

https://zerojay.com/2018/10/ 

But for completeness I will add it here. First you need Ibmnes from: 

http://unhaut.x10host.com/imbnes/ 

Its clean because I have scanned it at https://virusscan.jotti.org/ 



Extract Imbnes anywhere on your hard drive, it shouldn’t matter where. 

1. From the extracted imbnes folder, run rombank.exe. 

2. Click on one of the two Add ROMs buttons at the top left and find the NES ROMs you wish to 
add to your disc image. 

3. Use the Tag removal button to remove unneeded parts of file names as we only have a 
certain amount of characters per filename seen in the NES emulator anyways. 

4. Click on the unsupported mapper removal button to remove ROMs that use mappers 
unsupported by the emulator. 

5. Adjust other options as you choose. 

6. Click on Build IMBNES ISO button to build and output a proper PS1 disc image with the 
emulator and ROMs selected. (If any file name conflicts come up, adjust them so that they 
won’t conflict and try again.) 

 

1. Remove U-Disk from Pandora’s Box 6 and insert it into your PC. 

2. Copy your newly created *.cue and *.bin files to the roms_playstation directory found at the 
root of your Pandora’s Box 6 U-Disk. 

3. If you decide to rename the *.bin and *.cue files, make sure to also edit the *.cue file to 
point to your new *.bin file name, otherwise the emulator will not start up properly. 


